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The Tasmanian Arboretum is a property wholly owned and managed by its volunteer members. It 
is not a local or state government facility.  
  
Entry is conditional on payment of the Entry Fee and such entry implies agreement to comply with 
these Conditions of Entry 
 
Visitors may walk in mown areas to observe nature and the tree collections, take photographs, 
picnic or drive around Sylvan Circuit (but only as specified below). All other activities of any nature 
which are not compatible with the peaceful ambience of this tree park and sanctuary may only be 
undertaken after specific permission has been sought and granted.  
 
In particular the following must be observed: 
 
 Children must be supervised by a responsible person at all times.  
 
 Ball games may only be played on the lawn area in front of the Tree Park Kiosk. 
 
 All vehicles are restricted to the Carpark, except those used by disabled and elderly visitors 

which may be parked between the Kiosk and Rotunda 2 (adjacent to the Kiosk). 
 
 The elderly or disabled may drive, or be driven, around Sylvan Circuit (the one-way internal 

road). The speed limit is 10 km/h. 
 
 Visitors Dogs must be on a lead and under the control of their owners at all times. 
 
 Bicycles are restricted to Sylvan Circuit. 
 
 Drones may not be used for any purpose without prior permission. 
 
 Entering in or upon any of the waterways (including creeks, dams and rivers), swimming, 

fishing and boating are all strictly prohibited. 
 
 Fires may only be lit for cooking purposes in the wood fired barbeques. These may 

not be used on Total Fire Ban days. All other barbecues are restricted to the 
Picnic Areas. 

 
The site is Land for Wildlife. Please do not frighten any of the animals or 
birds. If observing wild animals do not deliberately disturb their activities. 
 
To contact us: E  tasarb@tasmanianarboretum.org.au 
 

 T  6427 2690 
 

 p PO Box 370  Devonport  7310 
 

Thank you for respecting the Tasmanian Arboretum. 


